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Space Dogs 
A Decentralized Journey to the Stars 

 

Abstract 

Get ready for liftoff! Welcome to Space Dogs, a community-driven project aiming to launch a 
satellite into space. Our mission is to create a fun and engaging experience for crypto 
enthusiasts while pushing the boundaries of space exploration. Inspired by the intrepid spirits 
of Laika and Belka, the first canine cosmonauts, Space Dogs aims to democratize space 
exploration and inspire a new generation of dreamers. Join us on this barking mad adventure 
as we explore the cosmos with the support of our loyal pack of Space Dogs holders.  

Vision 

To become a leading force in decentralized space exploration, empowering communities to 
participate in groundbreaking celestial endeavours through the power of cryptocurrency. 

Mission 

• Create a self-sustaining, multi-chain ecosystem: Leverage the strengths of both 
Solana and Ethereum for speed, security, and community reach. 

• Partner with established satellite and rocket ride-share companies: Ensure technical 
expertise and cost-effectiveness for our mission. 

• Launch a purpose-driven satellite: "WoofSat-1," carrying scientific instruments or 
creative artwork chosen by the community. 

• Foster a vibrant community: Active engagement across both Solana and Ethereum 
communities through events, governance, and exclusive content. 

Roadmap 

Phase 1: Early Engagement 

• Increase presence on social media (Discord, Telegram and X) 
• Initial token launch on both Solana and Ethereum! 
• Social media to be used for exclusive access to community events and early access to 

further developments. 
• Distribution: Public sale, team allocation, and marketing reserve. 

Phase 2: Mission Control 

• Expand reach through active community management on both token blockchains. 
• Partner with established satellite and rocket ride-share companies. 
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• Design and develop the Space Dogs satellite (tentatively named WoofSat-1) with a 
specific purpose (e.g., space weather monitoring, educational imagery, or amateur 
radio relay). 

• Finalize launch parameters and timeline. 

Phase 3: Liftoff and Beyond! 

• Execute the WoofSat-1 launch. 
• Stream the launch live and celebrate with the community. 
• Continue growing the Space Dogs ecosystem and explore future space endeavors. 

Tokenomics 

 
 

Solana Hybrid Token Launch 
 

Purpose 
Community awareness and engagement. 

Hybrid token allows for interchange 
between NFT and fungible tokens. Utilise 

Bozo Finance launchpad to create the 
hybrid token – fair launch. 

 
Supply 

1 NFT equivalent to 1,000,000 tokens. 
Capped to 1,000 NFTs. Tradable to defi. 

 
Mint 

NFTs can be traded for tokens and vice 
versa. Each NFT cost to mint. Each NFT 

minted, a portion is placed into a liquidity 
pool for immediate trading. 

 
 

Ethereum Token Launch 
 

Purpose 
Primary mission funding. Access to a 
larger pool of traders on a competing 

blockchain. 
 

Supply 
ERC-20 token capped at 1,000,000,000. 
Token to utilise a 1% transaction tax. 

Tradable on Uniswap defi. 
 

Tax and Allocation 
50% - Satellite Development Pool: Funds 

dedicated to WoofSat-1 development, 
launch and maintenance. 

50% - Marketing and Development Pool: 
Supports a healthy token ecosystem and 

on-going project development.

Satellite Purpose & Timeline 

Purpose 

WoofSat-1 will be a small, low-orbit satellite serving a specific purpose chosen by the 
community. Potential options include: 

• Space Weather Monitoring: Tracking solar flares and their impact on Earth's 
technology. 

• Educational Imagery: Capturing unique views of Earth for educational purposes and 
inspiring students. 

• Amateur Radio Relay: Extending communication range for ham radio enthusiasts 
worldwide. 
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The final purpose will be determined through community voting, ensuring all Space Dogs 
holders have a say in our journey to the stars. 

Beyond the Stars 

Space Dogs is not just about one satellite. We aim to build a sustainable space exploration 
ecosystem on the Solana blockchain. Future plans include: 

• Launching additional satellites with diverse purposes chosen by the community. 
• Partnering with educational institutions and STEM programs to inspire future 

generations of space explorers. 
• Developing decentralized applications (dApps) related to space exploration and data 

analysis. 

Join the Pack! 

By holding Space Dog tokens, you become an integral part of the Space Dogs mission. 
Together, we can unlock the possibilities of decentralized space exploration and leave our paw 
prints on the universe. 

Timeline 

Launch is estimated to occur within 12-18 months from the token launch date, depending on 
funding pool growth and partnership negotiations. Constant updates and transparency will be 
maintained throughout the process. 

Team & Developers 

The Space Dogs team consists of experienced professionals in blockchain technology, 
aerospace engineering, marketing, and community management. Each team member is 
passionate about space exploration and committed to the project's success. Developers will 
be hired based on their expertise and alignment with the project's values. 

Conclusion 

Space Dogs is more than just a crypto project; it's a community united by a passion for space 
exploration and the power of decentralization. With WoofSat-1 blazing the trail, we invite you 
to join us on this epic journey to the stars. Remember, when it comes to space, the sky's not 
the limit – it's just the beginning. 

 

Disclaimer: This white paper is for informational purposes only and does not constitute 
financial advice. Please conduct your own research before making any investment decisions. 

 


